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Schumer Wants Fox to Stop Talking About “Great
Replacement”

AP Images
Chuck Schumer

Senate Democrat Leader Chuck Schumer is
pushing Fox News to stop Tucker Carlson
from discussing the Democrat plan to import
illegal aliens and turn them into Democratic
voters to help dispossess the American
people.

In a letter to Rupert Murdoch and other Fox
worthies, Schumer demanded that Fox
“immediately cease” discussing the Great
Replacement, which Biden and his
Homeland Security Secretary, Alejandro
Mayorkas, are aiding and abetting by
refusing to enforce immigration laws.

Indeed, media leftists and top Democrats
brag about the plan to overwhelm the
country with Third World immigrants.

Leftists claim that obsession with the Great Replacement drove the suspect in the mass shooting last
week in Buffalo, New York. So any discussion of the openly-backed plan must be verboten.

In a letter to Rupert and Lachlan Murdoch, Fox CEO Suzanne Scott, and Fox president Jay
Wallace, Chuck Schumer says he urges Fox News to "immediately cease the reckless
amplification of the so-called 'Great Replacement’ theory…" pic.twitter.com/9FbUYrMtBi

— Oliver Darcy (@oliverdarcy) May 17, 2022

The Letter

“This pernicious theory, which has no basis in fact,” Schumer falsely wrote, “has been injected into the
mainstream thanks in large part to a dangerous level of amplification by your network and its anchors.”

Though the Great Replacement is a “conspiracy theory,” Schumer fretted, “nearly one third of American
adults believe that a group of people is trying to replace native-born Americans with immigrants for
electoral gains. That same poll found that your viewers are nearly three times more likely to believe in
Replacement Theory than other networks.”

Then, of course, Schumer blamed Fox’s Carlson for telling the truth:

A recent New York Times investigation found that Tucker Carlson alone amplified this
dangerous and unfounded theory in more than 400 episodes of his show.

That second false claim, the Great Replacement is an “unfounded theory,” segued into Schumer’s
virtually blaming Carlson for the kooks who commit mass murder:

https://thenewamerican.com/cis-report-biden-breaks-the-secure-fence-act-requiring-operational-control-of-border/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/cis-report-biden-breaks-the-secure-fence-act-requiring-operational-control-of-border/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/the-great-replacement-isnt-theory-but-fact-according-to-the-left/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/buffalo-shooting-suspects-manifesto-reveals-leftist-leanings/?utm_source=_pdf
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In 2018, a white man who killed 11 worshipers in a Pittsburgh synagogue blamed Jews for
allowing immigrant “invaders” into the United States. In 2019, a white man who expressed
anger over “the Hispanic invasion of Texas” killed 23 people at an El Paso Walmart and later
told the police he had sought to kill Mexicans. And just days ago in Buffalo, a white man
killed 10 people in a supermarket on the city’s predominantly Black east side. In a manifesto
posted online, the individual responsible for this heinous murder wrote that the shoppers
there came from a culture that sought to “ethnically replace my own people.”

The manifesto did discuss replacement. But murder suspect Payton Gendron called himself a “leftist
authoritarian.”

Schumer refused to appear on Carlson’s show to discuss the Great Replacement.

.@TuckerCarlson invited me on his show tonight to debate the letter I sent to @FoxNews.

I'm declining. Tucker Carlson needs to stop promoting the racist, dangerous ‘Replacement
Theory’.

— Chuck Schumer (@SenSchumer) May 17, 2022

The Great Replacement Is Real; Leftists Say So

Schumer is lying. He knows the plan to replace the American people is real. And he knows it, as The
New American reported, because Democrats and their mainstream media information ministry discuss
it and predict it. And with no small amount of glee.

We helpfully provided three quotes from Democrats that Carlson curated for his program:

JULIAN CASTRO [when San Antonio mayor in 2008]: “In a couple of presidential cycles,
you’ll be on election night, you’ll be announcing that we’re calling the 38 electoral votes of
Texas for the Democratic nominee for president. It’s changing. It’s going to become a purple
state and then a blue state because of the demographics.”

[Illinois senator] DICK DURBIN: “The demographics of America are not on the side of the
Republican Party. The new voters in this country are moving away from them, and instead
they’re moving to be independents or even vote on the other side.”

BIDEN: “An unrelenting stream of immigration, nonstop, nonstop. Folks like me, who are
Caucasian of European descent for the first time in 2017 will be in an absolute minority in
the United States of America, absolute minority. Fewer than 50% of the people in America
from then on will be White European stock. That’s not a bad thing. That’s a source of our
strength.”

Sen. Dick Durbin: "The demographics of America are not on the side of the Republican
Party. The new voters in this country are moving away from them, away from Donald
Trump, away from their party creed that they preach." pic.twitter.com/IiPsBKV2of

— The Hill (@thehill) July 19, 2021
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Evidence abounds that the Great Replacement is the Democratic Party’s long-term plan for permanent
power. One item: Biden’s adamant refusal to enforce immigration laws.

Last month, in violation of the law, Biden released half of the 234,000-plus illegals whom border agents
encountered in April. Since he took office, he has released almost one million. Biden also buses and
drops illegals — via secret-dark-of-the-night flights — into unsuspecting communities. Unindicted visa
fraudster Mayorkas has repeatedly said he will not deport illegals. As well, deportations of illegal-alien
criminals have dropped more than 60 percent.

As for the leftist media pushing replacement, in 2009, The Atlantic delivered The End of White America,
which opened, partly, with this synopsis:

If the end of white America is a cultural and demographic inevitability, what will the new
mainstream look like — and how will white Americans fit into it? 

Biden went to Buffalo today because he thought he could blame his political opponents for
what happened there. Which of course is what he promptly did.

Here’s tonight’s opening commentary in full: https://t.co/SRdrOmcMPx

— Tucker Carlson (@TuckerCarlson) May 18, 2022
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
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